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Abstract7

Wind tunnel is a simple but marvelous element of scientific research and expanding empire of8

application day by day. Wind tunnel has been used in racing cars, airplanes, weather patterns,9

skydiving simulations and for aerofoil testing in laboratories. In this study, a wind tunnel with10

isokinetic probes has been designed, fabricated and tested for sampling aerosol particles. The11

cross section of the wind tunnel is circular having six inch in diameter. The type of flow in the12

tunnel is open, uniform and the cross sectional area is constant throughout the tunnel. In this13

work, an atomizer generates polydisperse aerosols in a generation chamber and14

monodispersetest aerosols are produced by separating the polydisperse aerosols in an15

improved virtual impactor. The monodisperseaerosols are passed through the wind tunnel and16

sampling is done in the tunnel. Isokinetic sampling probes have been designed, fabricated and17

installed at different locations of the tunnel for sampling generatedmonodisperse aerosol18

particles. Probe velocity measuring device by using pressure sensor named (MPXV5050GP) is19

also fabricated for making the sample isokinetic.It has been found that the sampling of20

aerosols is better than the conventional sampling in the outlet pipe in respect of less particle21

loss. The monodisperse aerosols in the wind tunnel help us to carryout research on aerosol22

properties and to calibrate the air pollution measuring instruments available in the market.23

24
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? Abstract-Wind tunnel is a simple but marvelous element of scientific research and expanding empire of26

application day by day. Wind tunnel has been used in racing cars, airplanes, weather patterns, skydiving27
simulations and for aerofoil testing in laboratories. In this study, a wind tunnel with isokinetic probes has28
been designed, fabricated and tested for sampling aerosol particles. The cross section of the wind tunnel is29
circular having six inch in diameter. The type of flow in the tunnel is open, uniform and the cross sectional30
area is constant throughout the tunnel. In this work, an atomizer generates polydisperse aerosols in a generation31
chamber and monodispersetest aerosols are produced by separating the polydisperse aerosols in an improved32
virtual impactor. The monodisperseaerosols are passed through the wind tunnel and sampling is done in the33
tunnel. Isokinetic sampling probes have been designed, fabricated and installed at different locations of the34
tunnel for sampling generatedmonodisperse aerosol particles. Probe velocity measuring device by using pressure35
sensor named (MPXV5050GP) is also fabricated for making the sample isokinetic. It has been found that the36
sampling of aerosols is better than the conventional sampling in the outlet pipe in respect of less particle loss.37
The monodisperse aerosols in the wind tunnel help us to carryout research on aerosol properties and to calibrate38
the air pollution measuring instruments available in the market.39

1 Introduction40

n aerosol is defined as a colloidal system of solid or liquid particles in a gas. An aerosol includes both the particles41
and the suspending gas, which is usually air. This term developed analogously to the term hydrosol, a colloid42
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1 INTRODUCTION

system with water as the dispersing medium. Primary aerosols contain particles introduced directly into the43
gas; secondary aerosols form through gas-to-particle conversion ??1]. Aerosols vary in their dispersity. A mono44
disperse aerosol, producible in the laboratory, contains particles of uniform size. Most aerosols, however, as poly45
disperse colloidal systems, exhibit a range of particle sizes. Liquid droplets are almost always nearly spherical,46
but scientists use an equivalent diameter to characterize the properties of various shapes of solid particles, some47
very irregular. In our experiment we produced monodisperse aerosol. An important element of aerosol technology48
is the production of test aerosols for instrument calibration, aerosol research, and the development and testing49
of air cleaning and air sampling equipment. Monodisperse aerosols are used to calibrate particle-size measuring50
instruments and to determine the effect of particle size on sampling devices [2]. In our experiment the mono51
disperse aerosol is used for sampling in the wind tunnel and to calibrate particle size measuring instrument.52
Several researches have contributed to experimental aerosol science by developing instruments and experimental53
techniques for calibrating optical counters [3,4,5,6] diffusion batteries [7] and fluidized-bed aerosol generators for54
aerosol research.55

The process of atomization is one in which a liquid jet or sheet is disintegrated by the kinetic energy of the56
liquid itself or by exposure to high velocity air or gas as a result of mechanical energy applied externally through57
a rotating or vibrating device (Lefebvre, 1989).There are several basic processes associated with all methods58
of atomization, such as the conversion of bulk liquid into a jet or sheet and the growth of disturbances which59
ultimately lead to disintegration of the jet or sheet into ligaments and then drops [8]. In 1888, Toledo’s Dr. Allen60
De Vilbiss developed an atomizer. De Vilbiss used the atomizer to spray a small dose of medicine down the61
throats of his patients. Later on, the atomizer was repurposed as a spray finisher. In the early 1900s, atomizers62
began to be used to hold perfume ??9].There are three basic types of nozzles currently been used There are mainly63
three types of twin fluid atomizer. They are air blast atomizer, air-assist atomizer, Effervescent atomizer [10]. In64
our experiment three types of atomizer for different air inlet diameter, constricted area diameter and exit nozzles65
diameters was fabricated A ( ) A Year and installed at the bottom of the generation chamber. Here atomizer66
generates polyd-isperse aerosols in a generation chamber and monod-isperse aerosols are produced by spreading67
the polydisperse aerosols in an improved virtual impactor. The collection efficiency of the virtual impactor has68
been calculated numerically and tested with large-scale equipment [11]. The monodisperse aerosols are passed69
through the wind tunnel and sampling is done in the tunnel.70

The wind tunnel is a tool used in aerodynamic research to study the effects of air moving past solid objects.71
In another word a wind tunnel consists of a closed tubular passage with the object under test mounted in the72
middle ??12]. A wind tunnel is generally sort of a duct or pipe shape and air is either blown or pulled out of73
the tunnel by a fan or other drive system (a machine which creates force).One of the most important sections of74
the tunnel is what is called the ”test section”. This is the area where the model to be tested is placed. It can be75
of different type which has different use. And the tunnels are manufactured for different purposes. But no wind76
tunnel is used ever for the sampling of aerosol particle. In our experiment a wind tunnel is manufactured and77
installed for the sampling of aerosol particle. The shape of the wind tunnel which is designed and manufactured78
in our experiment is circular having six inch in diameter. The type of flow in the tunnel is open, uniform and79
the cross sectional area is constant uniform throughout the tunnel. The reason for which diameter of both wind80
tunnel and generation chamber is same. Is that if the diameter of the tunnel is greater than the generation81
chamber then stream line will diverge and for the reason wall deposition become higher and finally the loss of82
aerosol particle. If the opposite phenomenon is occurred then the steam line will converge and particle loss will83
increase due to coalescence of particles.84

Isokinetic sampling is a procedure to ensure that a representative sample of aerosol enters the inlet of a85
sampling tube when sampling from a moving aerosol stream. The Isokinetic or constant velocity sampling is the86
preferred method for determining particulate concentrations in fluid streams. In other word Isokinetic sampling87
is a procedure to ensure that a representative sample of aerosol enters the inlet of a sampling tube when sampling88
from a moving aerosol stream [13]. For isokinetic sampling, isokinetic sampling probe must be used. Sampling89
from fluid streams of air, flue gas, steam, or any media that contains entrained particles is very difficult. If the90
fluid is homogenous, the sampling is relatively simple since the fluid has the same consistency throughout the flow91
area. This is not the case with fluids having entrained particles. Particle concentration changes because of the92
flow pattern inside the fluid stream. There are two major problems in getting a correct sample. The large cross93
section area of the flue gas duct results in flow segregation due to many reasons ??14].Taking a large number of94
samples from points across the duct avoids the effect of this segregation. The sample is drawn out of the flue gas95
duct by suction from each point through a sampling tube. If the sampling velocity at the point of sampling is96
less than the fluid velocity, then all the particles, especially the smaller size particles, will not enter the sampling97
tube. If the velocity is more, then more particles will enter the tube, again especially the smaller particles. Both98
conditions produce samples with wrong concentration. For avoiding these errors the isokinetic sampling probe is99
introduced.100

The air velocity measuring device is done by micro controlling base programming. By using U tube manometer101
and the air pressure sensor the velocity of aerosol particle is measured. So that isokinetic sampling probe can be102
designed for our sampling purpose.103
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2 II.104

3 Experimental Setup105

The photographic view of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The compressed atmospheric air from a106
floor mounted compressor is filtered by high pressure filter placed on its way to the atomizer. Three rotameters107
are used to measure the air flow rate at three different positions namely in the atomizer entrance, in the clean air108
tube entrance, and on the way of major flow. Poly-disperse aerosols are produced by the atomizer which draws109
air and liquid through two separate passages installed at the bottom of the generation chamber. The atomizer110
was designed according to Bernoulli’s principle where the liquid is sucked into the atomizer by siphoning. There111
is a constricted area inside the atomizer and a liquid line is connected to the atomizer through the constricted112
area. When air is passed through the atomizer, the velocity of air increases at the constricted area and according113
to Bernoulli’s principle pressure will be decreased to the atmospheric pressure as the velocity increases. As the114
liquid is contained at the atmospheric pressure there creates a pressure differential (vacuum pressure) inside the115
atomizer. Due to the pressure differential the liquid is sucked into the atomizer by siphoning and breaks into fine116
small droplets that are delivered to the outlet [15]. For our experiment we manufactured three atomizers, the117
specifications of whose are given below:118

? for atomizer no. 1, air inlet diameter=18 mm, diameter of the constricted area=3mm, exit nozzles119
diameters= 4.5 mm, 5.5 mm, 6 mm, 6.5 mm and liquid jet diameter=2 mm. For atomizer no.2, air inlet120
diameter=18 mm, diameter of the constricted area=2.5 mm, exit nozzles diameters= 4.0 mm, 4.5 mm and liquid121
jet diameter=1.5 mm. For atomizer no.3,air inlet diameter=18 mm, diameter of the constricted area=3.75 mm,122
exit nozzles diameters= 4.5 mm, 5.5 mm, 6 mm, 6.5 mm, liquid jet diameter=2 mm123

The produced aerosols by the atomizer move vertically upward and pass through the improved virtual impactor124
stage which separates smaller particles from larger particles. A clean air core is also provided at the entrance125
of the virtual impactor with a view to reducing the fine particle contamination in the minor flow. The major126
flow, which is ultimately released to the atmosphere, is drawn from the virtual impactor stage by a blower. The127
rest of the total flow, called minor flow, is passed through the designed wind tunnel. While passing through the128
wind tunnel, aerosol is sampled by the isokineting sampling probe at different location of the tunnel. Finally the129
particle size distribution is measured by optical particle counter (OPC) SOLAIR-3100 as shown in Fig. 2.The130
specification of the OPC is given in appendix1. Fig. ?? shows the system circuit of microcontroller based air131
velocity measuring system. Fig. ?? shows the block diagram of the same. The system mainly consists of air132
velocity detection system and microcontroller with LCD interfacing. The microcontroller controls the whole133
system. It controls the valve position according to the change in velocity occurring in the isokinetic sampling134
probe. The input/ output ports of the microcontroller is used for this ??16].135

The assembled circuit board with the pressure sensor (MPXV5050GP) is shown in Fig. 6 whose working136
principle is already shown in the block diagram (Fig. ??). The sensor probe has been designed by calculating137
the air velocity. Aerosol is collected and counted by optical particle counter by using the probe. From the above138
diagram it is clear that the loss of particle is reduced in case of the introduction of the wind tunnel and isokinetic139
sampling probes. Table 1 shows the comparison between the sampling of particles with and without wind tunnel140
and isokinetic sampling probes. From the above table is clear that the introduction of wind tunnel as well as the141
microcontroller based isokinetic probe helps us to measure aerosol particle more preciously by minimizing the142
loss of aerosol in the flow passage.143

4 III.144

5 Results and Discussion145

IV.146

6 Conclusion147

From the experimental results, the following conclusions may be drawn:148
? And wind tunnel has been designed, fabricated and tested for efficient monodisperse test aerosol sampling.149

? A microcontroller based isokinetic sampling probe has also been designed, fabricated and used for sampling150
monodisperse test aerosols.151

? Experimental results show that aerosol sampling with the wind tunnel fitted with microcontroller based152
sampling probes is better (lower particle loss) compared to that without wind tunnel and sampling probe.153

V. 1 2154
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Figure 3: Figure 1 :
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Figure 4: Figure 2 :
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Figure 5: Figure 3 :
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Figure 8: Figures 7 ,
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Figure 11: Figure 10 :
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Figure 12: Figure 11 :

1

AtomizerTotal no. of par-
ticle

Total no. of par-
ticle

Avg. arithmetic Avg. arithmetic

without wind tun-
nel

with wind tunnel mean diameter of mean diameter of

particle without particle with wind
wind tunnel tunnel

1 411549 426105 0.34 0.33
2 379342 399125 0.52 0.51
3 385627 397802 0.47 0.45

Figure 13: Table 1 :
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